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Components 

1

3

2

4

K2 Edge, Dark Plastic

K2 Edge, Corner

K2 Edge, Kit

K2 Edge, Connector

4000459

4000461

4000458

4000460

Tools Overview 

Handsaw

13mm

Drill

Measuring Tape
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Assembly

1a

1b

!

!

Installing Yeti Hidden End Clamps and cutting CrossRails flush with module frames will 
allow you to install the K2 Edge around all sides of an array.

Attach K2 Edge Brackets after modules are installed on the roof. Slide the clip of the K2 Edge Bracket onto 
the bottom flange of the module frame and tighten to 10 ft-lbs.
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2

3

!

Once brackets are installed, insert the K2 Edge by tilting it downward and engage the bottom of the 
Edge Bracket clamping channel with the T-bar on the back of the K2 Edge. Rotate the K2 Edge upward 
while pushing the T bar into the clamping channel until fully engaged in place perpendicular to the K2 
Edge Bracket and module frame.

!
Start on one side of the array, installing a K2 Edge Bracket at 8 inches from the first module edge. 
Continue installing brackets at 24 inches apart until reaching the other end with the final bracket 
installed at 8 inches from the last module edge.

24in

24in

8in
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4a

! Push the lever of the K2 Edge Bracket down, counter clockwise, to lock the K2 Edge in place.

4b

Continue locking the K2 Edge in place by pushing down all the K2 Edge Bracket levers.!
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5a

!
To connect 2 K2 Edge pieces, use the K2 Edge Connector. Slide the Edge Connector into the back 
of the K2 Edge between the T-bars until the tooth in the middle of the connector is touching the 
end of the T-bar.

5b

!
Install another K2 Edge piece into the Edge Brackets by repeating step 3. Before locking into 
place with levers, slide the K2 Edge piece up to the connector while installed in clamping channel 
of the brackets, align T-bars and slide onto the K2 Edge Connector until touching the middle tooth 
on the bottom of the connector. Finally repeat step 4 to lock the K2 Edge in place.
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6
Cut the K2 Edge with your preferred cutting tool. If installing the K2 Edge Corner piece to round 
the corner of the array and begin a new side of K2 Edge, you must leave the K2 Edge 2 inches 
long past the last module edge.

!

7

! Use the K2 Edge Corner at the start/end of the side you’ve just installed on to give a clean finished 
look, or to start a new side of K2 Edge. Align the Edge Corner piece with the end of the K2 Edge and 
push it on until it hits the inside wall and stops.
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8

!
Continue installing the K2 Edge around all sides of the array by repeating steps 1-7, ensuring you 
keep the pattern of Edge Brackets no more than 8 inches away from both ends of the side you’re 
installing on with brackets spanning no more than 24 inches across the module frames 

8in

24in

9

! DONE! Your array is protected. 

24in
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